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Financial management in any office needs to be safe, stable, and auditable. It’s not just a 
convenience—it’s a requirement. Courts must be able to track accounts, process finances, and 
manage transactions quickly and efficiently. 

Why Choose Odyssey Financial Manager?
Tyler’s Odyssey Financial Manager was designed specifically with courts in mind. Our team of 
experts researched the needs of courts to understand their requirements. That’s why Financial 
Manager tracks all of court offices’ financial data with ease—and guarantees that it stays accurate 
and up-to-date. 

Odyssey Financial Manager not only offers comprehensive account management functions for 
viewing and managing financial transactions, but also includes a variety of customizable reports 
so data can be organized into many easily-deciphered formats. Use account reports to produce a 
summary of financial activity, or generate a detailed account balance for one or more locations. 
Users can even produce a report of account transactions from the transaction register. 

With Odyssey Financial Manager courts can also verify payment forms, track accounts, control which 
citations are paid online, and generate needed reports. Data entry is quick and easy, and information is  
always up-to-date.

Streamlined Integration
As with all Tyler products, Odyssey Financial Manager is fully-integrated with many other 
Odyssey products. It’s able to better facilitate the movement of data between applications, and 
it streamlines processing functions. Redundancy in data entry is decreased, and information is  
easier to find. 

Odyssey Financial Manager controls the entire transaction audit trail without having to rely 
on a third-party financial application. Additionally, by integrating with the Odyssey Case 
Manager’s financial transactions, users can access an overall view of their court’s chart of accounts, 
streamline bank deposits and check exports, as well as pass check number information back  
to Case Manager.

Financial Manager also integrates with:
• Odyssey Jail Manager • Odyssey Check Manager
• Odyssey Supervision • Odyssey Index

Financial management for courts has never been easier. That’s why court offices choose Tyler.
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